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60. Virtuous versus Vicious, Noble versus Ignoble, Good versus Evil 

If ultimate reality is ultimately energy in vibration, with various frequencies, wavelengths and patterns, 

what has historically been considered good, virtuous or noble is what allows or helps to create and 

maintain energetic purity, harmony and coherence.  What is bad, evil, vicious or ignoble has been what 

allows or assists in destroying energetic purity, harmony or coherence, what causes things to fall apart.   

What is good, virtuous and noble promotes and creates increasing purity, harmony, coherence and 

beauty in energetic sources, patterns and interactions.  What is bad, vicious and ignoble breaks apart 

and dissipates purity, harmony, coherence and beauty in energetic patterns and interactions. 

If we start with good, virtuous and noble intentions, like creating something beautiful that sustains and 

inspires life, we imagine and dream something beautiful that does that, we work hard to create and 

realize that, we maintain it and help others engage, understand and appreciate it, and they do and their 

spirits lift, we’re being and doing something good, virtuous and noble.  Ultimately, that is pure, good 

energy or beautiful, harmonious and coherent energy pattern interactions.  It feels good energetically to 

be good, virtuous and noble, almost universally for sensitive, awake and aware people involved. 

If we have bad energy, emotions or intentions, put down and abuse those working to create something 

good, beautiful, noble and virtuous, act to damage or destroy that beautiful thing, or motivate others to 

tear it down, we’re being evil, vicious and ignoble.  Ultimately, that is destroying good, pure energy, 

harmony or coherence of energetic interactions and doing harm.  That usually feels bad for most 

sensitive and aware people involved.  Some people get sick thrills out of destruction and harm. 

For example, if we intend to create a beautiful space for art, nature and relaxation for the spirit lifting 

benefit it provides those who visit it; we envision and plan that; we work hard to engage others in 

creating it, producing the art for it, planting the trees and flowers, building the paths and water systems; 

we work hard to keep it beautiful, functioning and thriving; we invite others to enjoy it; and they do; 

then we are being and doing something good, virtuous and noble.  We are creating a pure and coherent 

environment of beauty and positively stimulating energies, experiences and interactions.  It feels good. 

If we’re feeling bad, make fun of people working on the space, kill plants, deface art, poison the water, 

prevent people from maintaining it, trash it, or interfere with people’s efforts to enjoy it, we are being 

and doing something bad, evil, vicious and ignoble.  That feels bad to most, except for twisted thrills. 

Good is dreaming, creating, supporting and appreciating increasingly pure, harmonious, enduring and/or 

beautiful interactions of energy.  Evil is bad energy putting down, tearing apart, eliminating support for 

and/or contributing to the dissipation of those pure and/or harmonious interactions of energy.   

Here as examples are the classic and Christian 7 sins and virtues.  The virtues oppose the sins, as good 

energy versus bad energy.  The instruction has been to increase virtue/good and decrease sin/evil.: 
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It’s a little abstract, perhaps, but we must try to value and produce what is good, virtuous and noble 

over what is bad, evil, vicious and ignoble?  Choose higher energies over lower energies!  Let’s create 

and cultivate what is more pure, coherent and/or harmonious, energetically, over what is impure, 

incoherent and/or destructive.  More good/virtue and less evil/sin!   

 

Lust Having strong and sometimes overpowering 

desire for something outside of us (sex, 

money, consumption, power) in a false belief 

that it will satisfy internal needs and desires.

Chastity Being pure of spirit and abstaining from using or 

wanting things outside of ourselves (especially 

non-marital sex) to try to satisfy internal needs 

and desires that can't be met that way.

Gluttony Having obsessiveness over and excessively 

consuming food, drink or luxury items, 

particularly as status symbols.

Temperance Having moderation, self-restraint and 

equanimity with regard to consumption.  

Greed Having inordinate or insatiable longing for 

material gain, be it food, money, status, or 

power, in attempts to sate insatiable ego. 

Charity Being satisfied that we have enough, and then 

having love, compassion and care for others and 

giving of ourselves benevolently in service, 

generosity and self-sacrifice to help them.

Sloth Not caring enough or being too lazy to engage 

with life.

Diligence Engaging actively with life, with thoroughness, 

care, conscientiousness, persistence and effort.

Wrath Being and doing in an intense emotional state 

of anger, rage or hostility.

Patience Tolerating delay, provocation and stress without 

responding in annoyance/anger.  Steadfastly 

enduring without being pulled into negative 

energy states. Showing forgiveness and mercy.

Envy Feeling bad if another has more, hungrily 

wanting to be more like them, or hungrily 

wanting them to suffer loss to be more like us.

Kindness Pleasant disposition, love, compassion, behavior 

and action toward oneself or others, with 

acceptance and respect for our differences.

Pride Arrogantly overestimating one's own 

competence, accomplishments, possessions 

or capabilities, especially compared to others.

Humility Being humble, modest, honest, open and 

respectful.

7 Classic/Christian Sins/Evils 7 Classic/Christian Virtues/Goods


